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To produce power, thermal power plants (heat engines) must reject heat.

U.S. power plant infrastructure is heavily reliant on water cooling

- 51% Evaporative Cooling Tower
- 46% Sensible Cooling (one-through)
- 1.8% Direct Dry Cooling (direct ACC, Air Cooled Condenser)
- 0.5% Hybrid cooling (ACC + wet cooling tower)
- 0.7% Other

Demand for dry cooling is increasing in water scarcity regions.

More stringent EPA regulations on water intake and thermal discharge will render once-through cooling obsolete.

Wastewater treatment and reuse technologies need to be adopted.

Water availability will continue to be an issue of increasing concern.

Background - ACC

- ACC performance is governed by the dry bulb temperature (DBT).
- DBT varies considerably during the day.
- $+3\,^\circ\text{C} \rightarrow 1\% \text{ decrease in net power output}$ (depends on ACC rating)

Multi-bay (cell) ACC

Source: B&W SPIG
Main Objective: Develop and demonstrate a new technology for improving performance of dry cooling.

The proposed system is based on the concept of “Cold Thermal Energy” Storage (CTES), which involves storing low-temperature heat during nighttime, when temperature of the ambient air is low, and using it to pre-cool air entering a Dry Cooling Tower (DCT) or Air-Cooled Condenser (ACC) during the hot period of the day.

The proposed concept is also applicable to simple and combined Brayton cycle, industrial, commercial, and residential applications, as well as concentrated solar power (CSP).

The heat storage medium is an integration of Pervious Concrete (PC) and Phase Change Material (PCM). Integration of a PCM into a porous structure of PC is an innovative method for increasing media heat storage capacity in an efficient direct contact heat exchanger.

The PCM selected for this demonstration project is commercially available low-cost hydrated salt, calcium chloride (CaCl$_2$·6H$_2$O, or CC6).

Increase TRL from 3 to 5.
Principle of Operation

• The CTES technology for improving performance of dry cooling systems is based on the natural diurnal temperature difference where low-temperature heat stored during nighttime is discharged during the hottest period of the day to pre-cool the DCT/ACC inlet air.
  • Lower temperature of the inlet cooling air would improve performance of dry cooling systems and increase power output and net generation of power plants during periods of highest load demand and prices.
Benefits – Plant Performance Improvement

• Lower temperature of the inlet cooling air increases power output and net generation of dry cooled power plants during periods of highest load demand.

Increase in net generation
Technical Approach

• Engineer and test heat storage medium and modules.
  • The heat storage material, a mix of pervious concrete (PC) and phase changing material (PCM) is a novel concept being developed by the project team.
  • Several designs, involving micro- and macro-encapsulation of PCM in PC matrix are being developed.
  • Engineer and characterize PCM and develop optimal PC and PC-PCM mixes.
• Test heat storage modules using a lab-scale test setup.
• Develop and demonstrate the CTES concept, using previous development in PCM and PC technology, to a 10 kWh-scale prototype.
  • Design, fabricate, and test the prototype
• Determine economic viability (perform TEA)
• Prepare for the next phase scale-up.
  • 100 kWh-scale prototype for side-stream or full-steam testing at a power plant
• The ultimate goal is **TRL 9**.
  • Large-scale prototype
  • Full-scale prototype (commercial)
Technical Approach

- PCM engineering and characterization
  - Commercially available low-cost hydrated salt, CC6
  - Chemical composition (impurities in commercial CC6)
  - Phase change temperature, $T_f$
  - Latent heat of fusion, $h_f$
  - Supercooling
  - Phase separation due to temperature cycling
  - Variability in $h_f$ under repeated temperature cycling
  - Corrosion rate

- Additives were identified to suppress supercooling
- Corrosion rate was determined
  - Carbon steel is a suitable encapsulation material
- Long-term temperature cycling tests were performed
  - Variability in $h_f$ under temperature cycling was determined
  - Additives were identified to mitigate phase separation.

Affected by impurities

Supercooling
Technical Approach

• PCM engineering and characterization

A temperature cycling machine for PCM testing.
Cycle parameters: 5-30°C, 150 min cycles.

$\text{h}_f$ variability under repeated temperature cycling

Latent Heat of Fusion ($H_f$) during Cycling
Technical Approach

• PC engineering and characterization
  • PC characterization was performed for a variety of concrete and aggregate mix proportions.
  • Air and water permeability, and strength were determined as functions of porosity (PC mix).
  • Thermal characterization is in progress (thermal conductivity, specific heat, etc.)
Technical Approach

- Engineer and test heat storage medium and modules.
  - Engineer and characterize PCM and develop optimal PC and PC-PCM mixes.
  - Micro-encapsulation of PCM achieved by infusing PCM into a porous PC aggregate.
  - Vacuum infusion
  - Macro-encapsulation involves embedding PCM-filled spheres or tubes into PC mix.

PC-PCM mix designs: **Designs a to d**

**Figure 3.** Module designs: (a) PC/micro-encapsulated PCM, (b) PC/macro-encapsulated PCM, (c) PC-PCM tubes, (d) PCM tube array.
Technical Approach

• Testing of heat storage modules
  • Heat storage modules of four different designs will be fabricated and tested using a lab-scale facility under realistic temperature and flow conditions.
  • Tests will be performed to characterize thermo-hydraulic performance of heat storage modules during charging and discharging.
  • Module fabrication and test setup are in progress.
  • Results will be used for design of a 10 kWh-scale prototype.
Technical Approach

- Prototype test facility and prototype-scale tests
  - A 10 kWh-scale prototype will be designed, fabricated, and tested under realistic temperature cycling conditions to enable experimental verification of CTES system thermal performance (static and dynamic) during charging and discharging.
  - Based on the lab-scale test results, the best module design will be selected between Designs a-c and tested on a prototype scale. Design d will be used as a benchmark for comparison.
  - The prototype-scale tests will establish the CTES system performance envelope and determine its characteristics under relevant and realistic operating conditions.
  - Primary parameters investigated in this task will include charging and discharging rates and energy storage (kW, kWh), cycle stability and repeatability, and power requirements.

Charging Tests

Discharging Tests
## Project Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Future work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>J F M A M J J A S O N D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prototype Design and Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>J F M A M J J A S O N D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prototype testing at Lehigh University and analysis of test results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>J F M A M J J A S O N D</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of FE0031886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Future work:**
- Large-scale Prototype
• Worley, a professional engineering company with extensive experience in the power generation area will provide the following assistance to the project team:
  • Develop Pre-FEED level accuracy (+/- 35%) Total Investment Cost (TIC) estimation for a full-size CTES system retrofit into a large coal plant with ACC.
  • Worley’s high-level review will be based upon $/kW installed, output, heat rate etc. and comparing them against industry standard.
  • Perform a techno-economic analysis (TEA) to determine benefits of performance improvement and costs, and their trade-offs.
  • The net gain will be determined as either a net power output increase for the same fuel input or net efficiency improvement (reduction in heat input) for a fixed power output.
  • **Worley’s industrial experience and insight is expected to yield a realistic path for the commercialization plan and ways of reaching a TRL of 9.**
  • The project team has also enrolled participation of Baltimore Air Coil (BAC), and Gas Technology Institute (GTI) as industrial advisors and potential partners.
Summary

- Project started at an estimated **TRL 3**, based on previous work related to:
  - PCMs engineered to work congruently at the temperature range of the current application.
  - Characterization and optimization of PC for applications similar to the current application.
  - Application of CTES system for performance improvement of dry cooling systems.
- A plan to take the CTES technology to a **TRL 5** has been developed and it contains:
  - Additional development of system materials and components, filling the gap established at the onset of the project.
  - Computer modeling of proposed PCM+PC designs.
  - Design and fabrication of a small-scale laboratory apparatus for testing of heat storage modules in a laboratory environment.
  - Design and fabrication of a 10 kWh-scale prototype for evaluation of designs under cycling conditions and relevant environment.
  - Additional technical and commercial analysis to position CTES technology ready for next engineering-scale of development (TRL 8 and 9).
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